
Art/DT 
 
This half-term, children will be looking at hydropower as a 
renewable source of energy and making their own water 
wheels. They will also be experimenting with water colours 
to make a variety of tints and shades to make their own 
piece of abstract water pattern. In addition, to tie in with 
the book they are reading in English, they will also have a 
go at making weaving patterns using plastic bags. 
 

Literacy 
 
This half-term, we will be reading the true story of Isatou 
Ceesay through the book One Plastic Bag. She saw the 
problem that the proliferation of plastic bags was causing 
in her country, the Gambia, contaminating the environment 
and killing the goats that swallowed them. She collaborated 
with other local women to crochet thread made from the 
plastic bags to create purses resulting in a thriving trade 
and reducing pollution.  
 
The aims for this half-term include: 

 To explore themes and issues, and develop and sus-
tain ideas through discussion 

 To develop creative responses to the text 

 To write with confidence for real purposes and audi-
ences  

 To support the study of the value of innovation, 
perseverance, community initiatives and creative 
problem solving.  

Science 
 
This half-term we will be focussing on: 

 The water cycle and its main stages (including evaporation, 
condensation and precipitation) 

 The different parts of a plant  

 The adaptation of aquatic plants, both those living on the 
surface and underwater. 

  The issues surrounding pollution of our oceans and seas 
and the danger this poses to various wildlife and plants. 

PE 
This half-term, we will be focussing on gymnastics 
and developing our skills be learning a variety of bal-
ances, rolls and jumps. These include the pike, strad-
dle, teddy bear roll, log roll, egg roll, over the shoul-
der roll and jumps from height. In addiition, they will 
also be formulating different sequences in small 
groups. 

Computing 
 
Use the web to research on : 
 the properties and uses of plastic;  
 the problem of plastic pollution in our seas; 
 solutions to prevent further environmental damage; 
 Famous rivers around the world. 
  

Geography 
 
This half-term we will be focussing on: 

 The parts of a river 

 The physical features of a river 

 Famous rivers around the world 

 Floodplains 

 The effects of flooding on low-lying areas. 

History 
 
This half-term the children will be focussing on his-
torical settlements near rivers including the Romans 
building London near the River Thames. In addiiton , 
they will be focussing on the historical city of York 
in Britain, which was built where the two rivers, the 
Ouse and Foss meet.  They will also be focussing on 
the historical advantages for settlements near riv-
ers and the different uses of rivers, for example 
the River Nile near Egypt. 

PSHE 
 
This half-term, the children will be focussing on the 
theme of relationships. The objectives to be covered 
include: 
 Recognising feelings in others 
 Responding to how others are feeling 
 Looking at positive and healthy relationships 

and friendships 
 Maintaining friendships and working collabora-

tively 
 Recognising ang responding to bullying. 

Memorable experience  
The children will be visiting the Thames Water Education 
Centre to learn about the water cycle and the journey our 
water takes from rivers to our homes! 

Maths 
 
The concepts to be covered this half-term include: 
 measuring mass using scales, the different units to 

measure mass, specifically grams and kilograms. 

 reading weighing scales that have different values for 
each marking 

 solving word problems and more practise with bar 
modelling 

 measuring volume using millilitres and litres 

 Solving various problem-solving questions on volume 
and capacity 

 consolidating previous learning on recognising differ-
ent denominations (both notes and coins) for money 

 simple addition and subtraction of money building on 
to solving word problems using bar modelling. 




